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Topics

• A review of our new funding law (PPA)
– Using Academy’s Principles for Funding

• Changes for cash balance plans (schemes)
• Outlook for DB plans in US
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The Past Seven Years
• Perfect storm

– Equity prices fell by almost half
– Interest rates fell & stayed down
– More bankruptcies

• Uncertainty due to temporary funding fixes
• Uncertainty for legality of cash balance plans
• Many employers freezing/terminating plans

• Today: things are much improved
– PPA passed last August 
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PPA
• Predictability & Hedge-ability

– Reduces uncertainty of temporary fixes
– Allows use of market liabilities, so can hedge

• In past, had to smooth discount rate over 4 years 
– Eliminates cliff in contribution if < 80% funded

• Due to prior dual-rule system
– Reduces smoothing of assets & liability

• From 4 years to 2 years
• Can increase volatility unless hedge risks
• Why not require market assets & liabilities and allow 

smoothing of contribution (or amortization payment)?
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PPA
• Solvency

– Increases target to 100% of PV accrued benefits
• Using corporate bond rate (not Treasury rate in past)
• Requires projected mortality by regulation

– Employer permitted to use experience, under certain conditions 

– But doesn’t require a margin
– If poorly funded, must use termination liability

• 5 year phase in (smooth contribution)
• Requires earliest retirement age & most subsidized 

form for older employees, even if company is healthy
• Worse than worst case?
• Why not calculate liability assuming company liquidates 

on valuation date.
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PPA
• Transparency

– More timely, improved market disclosure to participants
• Incentives to fund; more flexibility

– Greater deductions increase range of contributions
– But firms say they won’t contribute beyond 100%

• Since excise taxes can take 90% of reversion on termination
• Suggestion: allow transfers of super surplus to other benefit plans

• Moral hazards reduced by:
– Requiring bond rate (expected rate encouraged equities)
– Shorter amortization periods to pay for increasing benefits
– Increased restrictions on benefits & improvements

• e.g., accruals and lump sums frozen if < 60% funded
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PPA
• Simplicity 

– One funding method
– One amortization period

• 7 years (5 years for waivers)
– But now requires yield curve

• Or 3 segment approximation
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Will Plans Stay Solvent?
• Will sponsors immunize with bonds?

– Weak sponsors may not do it
• Good returns help sponsor; Bad returns – put to PBGC

– Should law require bonds or funding margins?
– Funding margins helped keep plans solvent in past

• PBGC premium (0.9% of unfunded) helps
• Could risk-related premiums reduce this risk?

– Credit risk & asset risk
– Good in theory, but problems in practice

• Would increase premium when sponsor least able to afford it
• Varying by asset risk could improve behavior, but credit risk?
• Politically difficult to pass in US
• Healthy firms with immunized plans should like

– How are UK firms reacting to PPF risk-related premiums?
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Keeping Employers Responsible
• Currently, employers can go into bankruptcy & 

put pension plan to PBGC
– Senate bill would have given PBGC a new tool

• Freeze benefits, PBGC guarantees, cap PBGC liability
• Need to freeze lump sums & benefits over maximum

– Result: 
• Employer kept responsible for plan, not PBGC
• Retirees keep accrued benefit, instead of guarantee benefit
• PBGC sets contribution that sponsor can make
• Avoids courts permitting dumping plan on PBGC
• Any contribution is to the good

– Controversial: just given to airlines that froze benefits
• Congress set contribution level; not perfect solution
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Cash Balance Plans
• Employers very interested in them

– They make more sense today
– Particularly for employers with mobile employees
– But legal uncertainty scared employers

• PPA clarified not age discriminatory
– Only applies prospectively, not retroactively
– 2 major court decisions in past ½ year say ok retroactively
– Employers showing more interest again?

• PPA also provides more flexibility in interest credits
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A New Day?

• Large plan funding levels back above 100% ABO
– Per studies by TP and Watson Wyatt

• TP study says PPA not so bad (not more volatile)
– Contribution cliff at 80% funding much improved
– Can immunize if hold bonds & use spot discount rate
– Employers can contribute more

• So funding rules should not eliminate DB plans
• Are we out of the woods yet?
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A New Day?
• FASB Phase I (effective this year) requires pension 

plans’ funded position on balance sheet – at market
– Uses PBO, not ABO
– What effect will this have?
– Analysts already using this information from footnotes
– Stock market still going up, despite this upcoming change
– May unnerve some investors when they see:

• Net worth drop due to elimination of artificial pension asset
• A few major firms may have negative net worth
• Net worth more volatile, unless immunize

• FASB Phase II will affect the income statement
– But may be in a separate bucket from operating earnings

• Thus, accounting rules should not eliminate DB plans
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So What Will Happen?
• Decisions are made around:

– Perception of top management & what competition doing
• Hewitt: 35% reassessing, but few changing in 2007

– Do prospective employees want a DB plan?
– Do DB plans still make sense for employers to maintain 

their workforce (recruit/retain/retire employees)?
• Government & union employees still want DB
• Mobile private sector workers like cash balance

– Not the traditional DB plans with early retirement subsidies
• That they probably won’t ever stay to get

– Many small and medium-sized firms are starting CB plans
• Sponsors freezing DB no panacea, unless immunize
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So What Will Happen?

• PPA encouraging 401(k)s to be more like DB by:
– Automatic enrollment/contribution
– Automatic contribution increases when pay increases
– Default life cycle investments
– What about:

• Automatic annuitization at retirement?
• No lump sum without a deferred annuity at age 80?
• Actuarially determined contribution based on needs?
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So What Will Happen?
• DC plans not good at maintaining workforce

– Employees more likely to retire when stocks do well
• i.e., when business is good, and you need employees

– Employees less likely to retire when stocks do poorly
• i.e., when businesses may need to lay off employees

– Some won’t retire when old & spent (didn’t contribute/invest well)

• Workers suing: poor company stock, high fees, bad advice

• Retirement security is a big issue in US now
• Employers may find valuable to have both DB & DC
• More new ideas will be discussed in next session
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